ADDENDUM NO. 2

DATE: March 4, 2020
PROJECT: Reynolds County Road 364 Bridges
PROJECT No.: S&C # P180262
LETTER DATE: March 9th, 2019 at 10:00 AM
LOCATION: Reynolds County Courthouse, Centerville, MO
OWNER: Reynolds County
ENGINEER: S. H. Smith & Company, Inc. of Poplar Bluff, Missouri

SUBJECT: Project Plans - Barrier Details

1. Due to a discrepancy, and additional clarification needed for the placement of the barriers, please replace the existing plan sheets 6, 9, 10, 19, 21, 22, and 31 with the attached revised plan sheets.

Sincerely,

SMITH&CO.

Jeremy Manning, P.E.
Project Manager
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When printed at full scale, this bar will measure 1".

When printed at full scale, this drawing will measure 1 5/8" x 2 3/4".

Counties: Washington & Scott
Project: County Rd. 364 Bridges Over Mill Chute & Alcorn Hollow
Description: Alcorn Hollow North Abutment Details

This drawing is an Instrumental Survey Document.
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